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Synopsis 

The exact solution is presented of a stochastic model for the cyclic Ising chain of N spins 3 with 
nearest-neighbour interactions in the absence of a magnetic field. In each transition two neigh- 
homing spins simultaneously change their states with transition probability determined by the 
state of their neighbours and the temperature of a heat bath. A set of spin operators is constructed 
whose average values decay to their equilibrium values exponentially in time. Relaxation of the 
Fourier components of magnetization and energy density is treated in detail. 

1. Introduction. The study of stochastic Ising spin systems in interaction with 
a heat bath was initiated by Glauber’) in 1963. He proposed a model in which each 
spin individually can change its state with transition probability determined by the 
states of its neighbours, by the temperature of a heat bath, and by the external 
magnetic field2). The model is of relevance for the theory of critical slowing down. 
For the 2- and 3-dimensional Ising model critical exponents were determined 
numerically by Yahata and Suzuki3). Glauber showed that for the Ising chain with 
nearest-neighbour interactions in the absence of a magnetic field the equations for 
the average values of individual spin variables and of products of two spin variables 
can be solved exactly. Bedeaux, Shuler and 0ppenheim4) solved the hierarchy of 
moment equations for averages of products of any number of spin variables. An 
alternative complete solution of the master equation for this model was given by 
Felderhof 5). 

Recently two of us (B.U.F. and M.S.) considered again the Ising chain but 
changed the kinetics of the mode16). It was shown that if in each transition n 
successive spins change their states the time-dependent statistics of bulk properties 
of the system can be studied exactly in the limit of an infinitely long chain, i.e. 

neglecting boundary effects. In this limit the equilibrium time correlation functions 
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of Fourier components of energy density and magnetization were evaluated. In the 
present paper we consider the particular case of the 2%~ model, in which pairs of 
neighbouring spins change state in a transition. It is shown that for this case the 
master equation may be solved exactly even for a finite chain. The same methods 
are used as in ref. 5 (hereafter referred to as I). Since in this case the equations for 
the averages of products of spin variables do not decouple as in the l-flip model, 
it is of interest to see how our solution leads naturally to the linear combinations 
with simple exponential behaviour in time. 

As in the case of the l-flip model an exact solution of the 2-flip model is possible 
only when the rates of energy conserving and energy nonconserving transitions 
are related in a specific manner. This limits the applicability of the model in 
practical situations, but we feel that nevertheless an exact solution is worthwhile 
since it enables one to test approximate methods designed for use in a wider range 
of circumstances. 

2. Master equation of the two-J@ model. We consider a cyclic Ising chain of N 
spins 3. The configurations of the chain will be denoted by s, = (sl, s2, . . . , sN) 

where the variables s, take the values f 1, corresponding to spin up or down. The 
energy of a spin configuration in the absence of a magnetic field is given by 

EtsN) = -J: sjsj+l 9 (2.1) 
j=l 

where s, + 1 z s1 . In the kinetic Ising model the spins are assumed to flip stochastic- 
ally due to the interactions with a heat bath of temperature T. The probability 
distribution P (sN, t) satisfies a master equation 

ap (SN, t> 
at = c [wt.%, SX) p (4, t> - WC&, 4 p (SN, 91. 

SN’ 
(2.2) 

In the 2-flip model the transition probabilities are given by 

W(sk, sN> = 301 t L1 - +Y lsj-lsj + sj+lsj+Z)l 6 (Isj - s31 - 2, 
j=l 

x StIsj+l - s.i+ll - 2) fl stSk - sii>~ 
k#tjJ+ 1 

(2.3) 

where OL is a rate constant and y is found from a detailed-balance consideration to 
be given by 

y = tanh 2pJ, (2.4) 

with p = l/kBT. In ref. 6 we have discussed how a realistic interaction with a heat 
bath leads to a temperature-dependent 0~. Expression (2.3) is not the most general 
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possible but involves a particular relation between the rates of energy conserving 
and energy nonconserving transitions which is necessary to make the model 
solvable. 

Since in each transition two spins simultaneously change their states the con- 
figurations sN may be divided into two classes which are not connected by tran- 
sitions, each class being characterized by the sign of the product variable 

(2.5) 

The relative weight of each class is conserved in the course of time and may be 
expressed in terms of a parameter ,u with values between - 1 and + 1, defined by 

p = ~%(SN)J%N, t>. 

As t tends to infinity the probability distribution tends to the 
bution 

%&N) = 3 (1 + Pk,+O + 3 (1 - PI Pea-_(SN), 

where 

The partition functions ZN+ are easily evaluated by 
and one finds 

(2.6) 

equilibrium distri- 

(2.7) 

(2.8) 

the transfer-matrix method 

Z N* = + [2 coshKIN (1 + uN f [l + (-l)N] u’~}, (2.9) 

where K = /lJ and a = tanh K. 

As in I it is convenient to represent a configuration sN as the direct product of 
N Pauli spinors. The direct product will be denoted by I+) and will be regarded 
as a basis vector in a 2N-dimensional complex vector space $jN endowed with the 
usual scalar product. The basis vectors IsN) satisfy the orthonormality relation 

&I Sk> = 6 (SN - &‘), (2.10) 

where 6 (sN - s;Y) is shorthand for a product of NKronecker deltas. The probability 
distribution P (sN, t) may be represented uniquely by a time-dependent vector 

in $N, 

IPtt)) = c p +N> t> bN>- 
SN 

(2.11) 
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The master equation (2.2) corresponds to the equation of motion 

$ IP(t)>= w IP(t)>, (2.12) 

where the linear operator ?V is given by 

- [1 - 4Y (410; + c;+ 1~;+2)1}- (2.13) 

The operators 07 and of act as Pauli spin operators on the jth spinor and as unit 
operators on all the others. For j = 0 and j > N we use a cyclic definition. The 
master operator w commutes with the sign operator 

n=1s,> = MN) Is,>, (2.14) 

which shows again that p is conserved. The sign operator divides QN into two 
subspaces QN, * which are invariant under the operator VY. The corresponding 
projection operators are 

g* = Jf (1 + LQ. (2.15) 

The unit state 11) is defined by 

II> = 1 ISN> = 
SN (2 x (i), x -** x (:)N- (2.16) 

The norm of this state is (111) = 2N and normalization of the probability 
distribution P (sN, t) is expressed by 

(1 IP@)) = 1. (2.17) 

It is convenient to introduce similar unit states for each of the subspaces &, *, 

II*> = 8, II>, (2.18) 

with norm 

(l*ll*> = 2N-1. (2.19) 

We also define 

IP*O)> = g* IPO)>, (2.20) 
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with the normalization 

(1, P*(t)) = !cu I!I PI. (2.21) 

Each of the vectors ]P+(t)) and lP_(t)> separately satisfies the master equation 
(2.12). In particular 

W- IPes,*> = 0, (2.22) 

i.e. the equilibrium vectors IP,,, +) both are eigenvectors of the master operator 
with eigenvalue zero. For the explicit solution of the master equation we shall find 
the complete set of eigenvectors and eigenvalues. 

3. Diagonalization of the master operator. For the explicit diagonalization it is 
convenient to symmetrize the master operator by means of the transformation 

WP) = ec;+ R&, (3.1) 

where 

z,=z,++z,_. (3.2) 

The similarity transformation (3.1) may be applied to any linear operator acting 
in QN. As in I we have 

oT(/?) = 07 [cash’ K + CT;_ 1cr$+ 1 sinh2 K] 

- ia: [& 1 + a;+ J sinh K cash K. 

Substituting one finds 

WP) = ++{I cos’ v c+;+ I + sin2 q c$ rol;al;+ 1a;+2] 

- 11 - 37 (616 + 4+14+2)1}, 
where 

cos q~ = CO& K/[cosh2 K + sinh2 K]“, 

sin q = sinh K/[cosh2 K + sinh2 K]*, 

y = tanh2K = sin29. 

(3.3) 

(3.4) 

(3.5) 
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A corresponding transformation is applied to the vectors of 5jN. In particular 
we define 

k(t)) = ee;+ V(t)) - (3.6) 

The density operator ee, commutes with nZ so that the subspaces QN,+ are 
invariant under the transformation. The equilibrium vectors transform to 

IO,> = e:C IPes,*> = (&&iv,)@~~ II*>. (3.7) 

Hence the two “vacuum” states 10,) are normalized to 

(O,lO*) = TV/G,. (3.8) 

The master equation (2.12) is transformed to 

5 MO> = ywf9 Iv(t)>, (3.9) 

and (2.22) becomes 

W(P) IO*> = 0. (3.10) 

For the explicit diagonalization of w(p) we apply the following Jordan-Wigner 
transformation 

- id), 

+ ioi). (3.11) 

It is easily verified that the operators a: and a, satisfy the fermion anticommutation 
rules. The inverse transformation reads 

n-1 
4 = T]i (2&j - 1) (at, + a,), 

j=l 

a; = 2a;ia, - 1) 

n-l 
ai =in(2& - l)(af; -a,). (3.12) 

j=l 

The products of Pauli spin operators occurring in WCs> read in terms of fermion 
operators 

X X 
c,oj+1 = -(a! - a,)(a3+1 + a,+1) (i + N), 

Cr;o;+r = (a3 + a,) (US+1 - a3+1) (i f N), 

Z Y o~a~+~o~+za~+~=(a~+a,)(a~+3-a5+3) (j#N-2,N- l,N). (3.13) 
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The boundary terms read for N even 

M = (- I>“# (Of - &) <a; + a,), 

Go; = -(- l>“a (UL + a,) (al - a,), 

%+I 1+&+3 oy 

= -(-l)“%J + a,) (u,t+, - u,+3) (j= N- 2,N- l,N), (3.14) 

where 

Jf, = &+zj, 
j=l 

(3.15) 

is the operator for the total number of a particles. Evidently, apart from some 
boundary terms, the master operator WCs> is bilinear in the fermion operators and 
can be diagonalized in the usual manner. Before proceeding, however, it is expedient 
to define new fermion operators with properties that simplify later calculations. 
We define 

C” = mf+1 + a,+, - a: + a,) (n = 1, . . . . N), (3.16) 

where ++I z a,. Consequently, from (3.1 l), 

(n = 1, . . . . N - l), 

(3.17) 

These operators have the advantage that their action on the unit states II+> is 
relatively simple, viz., 

G Il*> = 0 (n= l,...,N- l), 

CN Il-) = 0, cf II+> = 0. (3.18) 

Here and in the following we choose N to be a multiple of 4. Although the expres- 
sions for the spin operators in terms of c operators are complicated, the combina- 
tions which are needed in %‘(j?) are again simple and are easily found from the 
relations 

t Cll - c, = u;l - a,, 

4 + c, = a:+1 + a,+1 (n = 1, . . . . N), 

(-l)“rc = _(_l)+ (3.19) 
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Substituting in (3.4) one hence finds for w(p) 

N-4 

+ sin2 qj C (cj’ + cj) (cl+, - c~+~) 
j=l 

N-2 

- N + YjgI(cf + cj) Cc.!+2 - cj+2> 

+ cos2 qY( - 1)“c (1 - 2CfvCN) 

+ sin2 q 
[ 
(-11)M;iI(cL+k-4 + CN+k-4) (d - %) 

+ (&’ + CN) (cl - c4) 1 
+ 7 [(-l>“c(ctN-l + cN-,)(ctl - cl) + (d + CN) (d - ci)]]. 

(3.20) 

Since the fermion operators occur in pairs the operator (- 1)“~ commutes with 
w(B) and the eigenstates of WCs> may be divided into two classes, one for which 
NC is even and one for which.&-, is odd. We define 

CN+k = ck (k = 1,2,3). (3.21) 

Then in the subspace with even c parity S$ the eigenstates of #‘(@) coincide with 
the eigenstates of the operator %“-+cs> given by 

w”+(p) = f&cosZp(l - 2CJCj) 
j=l 

+ sin2 v (cjt + cj) (cj’,, - cj+4) - l + Y (cJ + Cj) <C:+2 - Cj+2)1* 

(3.22) 

The eigenstates of ?P’-+(j?) with odd c parity are irrelevant and must be discarded. 
We define new fermion operators dj and dj by 

dj = cj (j = 1, . . ..N - l), 

dN = -C;, 

d Nfk = -dk (k = 1,2,3). (3.23) 
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Then in the subspace with odd c parity @i the eigenstates of W@) coincide with 
the eigenstates of the operator W-(/I) obtained from the expression for W’@) 
by replacing the (ct, c) operators by (8, d) operators. The eigenstates of W-(@) 
with even c parity are irrelevant. 

The translational symmetry of W’(/?) suggests a transformation to wave 
operators 

c, = N-31 e”?, , (3.24a) 
Q 

dj = Nm3 1 eigjq,, 
g 

(3.24b) 

where in (3.24a) the cyclic condition (3.21) requires q values 

4 = 0, )2x/N, +4x/N, . . . . f (N - 2) x/N, x, (3.25a) 

while in (3.24b) the anticyclic condition (3.23) requires 

q = +x/N, *3x/N, . . . . &. (N - 1) x/N. (3.25b) 

Substitution yields 

(3.26) 

where for W”(p) the sum runs over the non-negative q values (3.25a) and for 
W-v) the sum runs over the positive q values (3.25b). For q # 0 or x 

w,(P) = C, C&7, + $Qq-g - 1) - iD, ($?t, + r/gq-g) + 1, (3.27) 

with 

C, = cos’9, + sin2p,cos4q + ycos2q, 

D, = sin2p,sin4q + ysin2q. (3.28) 

For q = 0 or x 

Complete diagonalization is achieved by a Bogoliubov-Valatin transformation 

tg = uQvg + iv,&, 

Et-, = iv,qq + ~~llt_~, (3.30) 
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where uq = cos fxll and v, = -sin 3x, with 

cos Zcl = C&C”, + o:>+, 

sin x4 = D,/(Cz + D:)“, 

(C,’ + 0;)” = 1 + y cos 2q. (3.31) 

In terms of [ operators ?V,(/?) takes the form (q # 0 or TC) 

w-,(/t?) = - (1 + y cos 2q) (Et,& + @-q5-, - 1) - 1. (3.32) 

For q = 0 or x one has Co = q, and 6, = qn so that w0 and wn keep the simple 
form given in (3.29). Finally we may write 

(3.33) 

where for w+(p) the sum runs over the q values (3.25a) and for -w^-@) over the 
q values (3.25b). 

From (3.10) we know that the states IO,> are eigenstates of Y?‘(p) with eigen- 
value zero. We now show that IO,) and IO_) lie in 8; and $$, respectively, 
and are therefore eigenstates with eigenvalue zero of w-v) and w+@), respec- 
tively. From (3.18) it follows that 11 _) has even c parity and 1 1 + ) has odd 
c parity, and hence even d parity. From (3.13) and (3.14) one concludes that the 
energy operator (3.2) contains an even number of c operators so that c parity and 
d parity are conserved in the similarity transformation (3.7). This proves our 
statement and hence 

w*(B) IO?) = 0. (3.34) 

For q from the set (3.25a) (for short, q even) 6 parity coincides with c parity while 
for q from the set (3.25b) (for short, q odd) E parity coincides with d parity. From 
(3.33) and (3.34) it follows that 

5,lO*) = 0 4::edn. (3.35) 

Hence the eigenstates of w(B) are given by 

where for IO-) all q values are even and for IO,) all q values are odd. As in I. 
the notation q,,, is shorthand for an ordered set of q values (ql < q2 -c *** c qm). 
We may finally write 

WB> l!hk> = -4d 142k), (3.37) 
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with 

ii, = LX(1 + ycos2q). (3.38) 

In principle we have found the explicit solution of the master equation. Never- 
theless our task is not completed since according to the scheme developed so far 
the time dependence of averages of spin operators can be found only after rather 
complicated transformations. It will be shown that, as in the case of the l-flip 
model, the amount of algebra can be reduced considerably and a simple algorithm 
can be constructed. 

4. Hierarchies of spin operators. An arbitrary operator A” diagonal in the 
uz representation may be written 

(4.1) 

(4.2) 

and where the sum runs over all ordered sets of integers nk E (n, , n2, . . . , n,J with 
(1 < n, < n2 < a-* -C nk < N). A set of integers which is not necessarily ordered 
will be denoted by Nk. The average of the observable A” over the probability 
distribution P (sN, t) may be written 

(A’), = g kc, a(nk)S(nk) P(G9 t) = (11 A” JP(Q), 

which may be transformed to 

<A’>, = <l+ IA” P(t)) + U-1 A’ If’(t)> 

= G+/.G) @+I A’ b+(t)> + (G-/&J (0-l A’ Iv(t)>.., (4.4) 

From the preceding section we know that 

Iw(tD = k~kz4q2r) e-n(**k)r h), (4.5) 

where the sum is over both the set of even and the set of odd q values and the 
expansion coefficients p(q& may be found from the probability distribution at 
time t = 0, 

Phk) = <!hklY)(")) = <q2kl @;‘lp@>>* (4.6) 
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Therefore our task is to find simple expressions for the matrix elements 

@*I A’ 142k>. 
We proceed in the same manner as in I and show that the excited states lqk) 

may also be obtained from the two vacuum states IO,) by acting on these states 
with certain products of oz operators. First we relate the excited states to the 
two unit states. The energy operator SYN may be written 

XN = -6 - J K-l)“c T l] (CL, + cN_l) (cl - Cl) 

= X$ - J(1 f ij, C$a;o”l, (4.7) 
j=l 

where S?,’ is cyclic in terms of c operators and Xi is cyclic in terms of d operators. 
XN coincides with x?; in $$ and with SN in Q,. We define corresponding 
density operators 

e $ = exp [-BX”N+]/Z$ . 

One may also write 

(4.8) 

exp [-/I&$] = (3 (1 f ny) + 3 (1 + Dy) [cash 2K - C&J; sinh 2K]} 

x exp [-Bx~l. (4.9) 

Hence the partition functions 2; are easily evaluated by the transfer-matrix 
method and one finds 

2,’ = Tr exp [ -bZ’$] = Z,/( 1 + aN). (4.10) 

Using ny ]I -I-> = A ]I*) one may write the vacuum states IO,) 

IO*> = cGGlz:*)3 k?zcJ* II*> 

and the excited states lqk) 

(4.11) 

l4k) = ~+(!z*> IO*> = cTJ,T/z~,>” k?zlP E’h PI Ilk>, (4.12) 

where for the upper (lower) sign a set of odd (even) q values is used and where 

E+(!zk) = @t,, * * * tit,,, 

~+(!zk 9 PI = k?zP ~+(fzk) (0. (4.13) 

The operatars Et (qk, /?) are easily expressed in terms of 7 operators by rewriting 
the energy operators S’i in terms of 5 operators. One finds 
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where for the upper (lower) sign the sum runs over even (odd) q values and where 
for q # 0 or x 

%,, = 2J[cosy,(&, + &$-, - 1) -t isin~~(E~~~~ + 5,5-31, (4.15) 

with 

w4 = x4 - 2q, (4.16) 

while for q = 0 or n 

tie = J[2&0 - 11, 

A?, = J[2&, - 11. (4.17) 

Hence one finds by straightforward calculation in the same manner as in I 

CAP) = g,’ 17: + i_WqI, (4.18a) 

L(B) = g&l, (4.18b) 

where 

g, = (cash 2K)-* (1 + y cos 2q)-“, 

f, = y sin 2q/(l + y cos 2q). (4.19) 

Note that (4.18b) proves the consistency of (3.18) and (3.35). 
The relation (4.18a) will be used in (4.12). The effect of the creation operators vi 

on the unit states is expressed most conveniently with the aid of a err transforma- 
tion6) of order 2. The c and r operators in this transformation are related by 

r; = u;o;+l, 

7; = c;o; * * * o;- I+;+ 1, 

r; = a;a’z **’ ts; (j= 1,2, . ..) N), 0;;+1 = 1. (4.20) 

The inverse transformation reads 

Is; = +;+;, e.0 G, 

0; = r;_ &J”+ IT;+ 2 * * * 4, 

CT; = r;_lr; (j = 1, . ..) iv), z’o z 1. 

From (2.18) and (3.17) one easily finds 

ci,_, ]I+> = djlml Ilk> = i-‘2’-1’zZl_1 ]I+), 

cl, Ilk> = &Ilk> = i-2’r’zl llr> (21=2,4 ,..., N-2), 

(4.21) 

4 II-> = II+>, d,$ ]I+> = - 11-j. (4.22) 
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Similarly the successive action of a number of ct or dt operators on the unit states 
may be replaced by the action of a product of zz operators. We define 

9” (nzJ = (- 1)’ i” (“21) zz (Q), 

P(nzr+J = (-l)li-v’nzl+l’~“(nZ1+l), (4.23) 

where @J,) is defined in the same manner as az(nk) in (4.2) and where the exponent 
v(n,J is defined by 

(4.24) 

We write the operator P(n,) as a sum of two parts 

K2 (nzr) = -Z” b2J for C q even (odd), 
j=l 

= 0 for g nj odd (even), 
j=l 

Zlfl 

K2 b21+l) = fz (n2~+1) for C nj odd (even), 
J=l 

22+1 

= 0 for C n, even (odd). (4.25) 
j=l 

With these conventions the action of an ordered product of ct or dt operators on 
the unit states is expressed by 

c+(%) II-> = G(n,) ll-> + G(k) II+>, 

d+(n3 Il+> = $;(G) Il+> + +;(nl,) 11-j. (4.26) 

For a not necessarily ordered sequence of integers iVk = (IV,, N,, . . . , fVk) we 
define 

e;,, (NJ = (- p+-%,2 h), (4.27) 

where (- 1) ‘(J%) is the sign of the permutation needed to bring iVk to normal order 
A~. Then in terms of Fourier transforms (4.26) may be written 

r+(qk) II*> = T: kc, 0) Illt> + T; kc, 0) Il,>> 
odd 

4 even- (4.28) 
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with 

Tf,z (4ii, 0) = N-3k 1 D hk, nk) +f,P @k>, 

nk 
(4.29) 

where the sum is over all ordered k-tuples nk and where D (qk, nk) is the (k X k) 

Slater determinant 

D (qk, nk) = det, (e’ ““l), (4.30) 

with rows in normal order qk and columns in normal order &. It will be shown 
later that T,“,, (qk, 0) can naturally be regarded as the p = 0 limit of a more general 
operator T,“,, (qk, j3). From the definitions (4.25) and (4.29) it follows that 

Tf.2 (qk + % 0) = dam T”1,z (qk, 0)~ (4.31) 

where the wave numbers qj + x are defined module (2x). In combination with (4.28) 
this yields 

T”, (4k,O) Ilk> = 5 h+(ftk) + (-l)“r+ (4k + n)] II*> 
odd 

4 even, 

T”,k!/c,0)11,> = %h+(qk) - (-l)“r+(qk+~)]&) q::ed”. (4.32) 

Since L” commutes with the TZ operators these states are eigenstates of the 
ZP operator. From (4.28) and (4.31) one finds using (3.18) and the anticommuta- 
tion relations for the q operators that the operators T,‘,, (qk, 0) satisfy the 
orthonormality relations 

(1, IT: (qk, o)+ T; (d,o) iI+> 

= 2N-2dk, I6 (qk - 4:) + (- 1)” 6 (qk + n - q;)] 
odd 

4 even, 

<lk ITf(4k,O)+T’,(4;,O)Il,) 
(4.33) 

= 2N-2&I [d (qk - 4;) - (- 1)” 6 (qk + a - q;)] 

It is easily checked that all matrix elements of the operators ?‘,(n,) and ?&) 
between the states I 1 +) and II- ) vanish except for 4’,(N) = 7: = P for which 

(1, ]rfY ]I*) = *2N-‘. (4.34) 

Hence we have 

(1~ IT”,h,0)11+) = 0 (k = 1, 2, . ..). 

<lT IT’Z (qk, O) iI+> = 0 (k = 2, 3, . ..). 

<lT IT; (q, 0) ]lT) = 2N-1N-t, (4.35) 
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where in all three relations the q’s. are odd for the upper sign and even for the 
lower sign. We define in addition for k = 0 

G&0,0) = G(!z,,O) = 1, (4.36) 

but note that the relations (4.33) must be modified for k or I = 0 to take account 
of the relations (4.35). 

We relate the members of the hierarchies of operators Tf (qk, 0) and T2 (qk, 0) 

for different values of k by means of creation and annihilation superoperators 
defined by 

J?,qT: (a‘, 0) = (--l>-‘-’ T: (qk+l, 01, 

where 

q/c+1 = (41 < *** < qj-1 < 4 -= q-i < *** -4 

= 0 if qEqk, 

J-‘a,,T:(q~,0) = (-l)J-‘T:(qk--l,O), 

where 

qK-_1 = (q1 < ‘** <45-l -= 4j+1 < *.*<qk) for q=qj, 

= 0 if q#qk (a = 1,2). (4.37) 

It is easily verified that the operators I’:,, and T,,, satisfy the Fermi anticommuta- 
tion rules. 

We return to the consideration of the state Et (qk, ,!?) II*) in (4.12). Using 
(4.18a), bringing the products of qt and 17 operators to normal order and applying 
(4.28), it follows in the same manner as in I that one may write 

5+ (q,c, /% Ilk> = T; h> B) II+> + T; Gzk, PI 11~) odd 
4 even, (4.38) 

where the operators T,“,, (qk, j?) are related to the T,‘,, (qk, 0) by 

T: (q,c, ,J) = g(qJ- ’ J&T: (qk 3 0) 

with 

&A = ,I$?(%), 

(a = 1,2), (4.39) 

(4.40) 

and the superoperator Sz, given by 

f4 = exp 1-i C _6~,,~,-,1 (Ly = 1,2). (4.41) 
o<q<x 
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The explicit expressions for the first few members of the hierarchies read 

7%0‘,B) = T’,(q,,O) = 1, 

7-Z (41, PI = dqd-’ T: Gzi, 01, 
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Ti bz2 ; B> = &)-‘[Ti (es 0) + if,, 6 h + crd. (4.42) 

Higher members of the hierarchies may be found by successive application of a 
superoperator, as in (1.8.12) and (1.8.14). We refer to I for the explicit expressions 
for k = 3 and 4. 

The expression (4.38) may be substituted in (4.12) and we now wish to commute 
the operators (Q:)’ and T”, (qk, /?). From (4.7) it follows that 

(e&Y = (z&N+)+ e&C’, (4.43) 

where 

C’ = 3 (1 T ny) + 3 (1 f fly) [cash K - C&J; sinh Kj. 

The only operator in (4.43) that does not commute with T,” (qk, /?) is 

(4.44) 

(4.45) 

One easily finds from (4.25) 

nYe”,,,(n,) = rt(-l)k9;,,(n,>ny, 

so that 

c’e; (&I) = qn,,> c’, C’G (Ql,l) = G @X+1) Cr, 

c’+“z (n,J = 9; (Q cr, C’f’, (1121+1) = e; &+I) c’ 

The effect of the operators C’ on the unit states is given by 

C+ ]I+) = [coshK- &.o’l sinhK] II+), 

C- ]I-) = [coshK - &a: sinhK] ]I_>, 

c+ II_) = Il._>, C- II+> = II+>. 

Combining these results one finally finds 

IQ = T’, h B) 4 IO,> + G&N~:) T; (au 18) &kz IO,> 

(4.46) 

(4.47) 

(4.48) 

odd 
4 even, (4.49) 
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where 

&; = 1 for k even, 

ef = exp [-K&Q for k odd. (4.50) 

Hence one may derive orthonormality relations for the operators T,” (qk, b) ana- 
logous to (4.33), namely for k 2 1, I > 1, 

-G 
= -- dkl [a (4k 

2&v* 
-d) + (-1)k6(qk + n -&I q:::n, 

-w&T 
= - sk, Ld (qk - qii) - (- l)k d (qk + z - q;)] q ::“d”* (4.51) 

For k or I equal to zero these expressions must be modified in analogy to (4.35). 
After all these preparations we are ready to evaluate the matrix elements 

@*I A” 142.k). 

5. Time dependence of spin averages. For the calculation of the time dependence 
of the averages of A” operators we use the expansions derived in the preceding 
section. First we expand the general operator A’ as given by (4.1) in terms of 
T’ operators. We define A’, as the operators obtained from A” by replacing 
o’l by &&.*a;,. From (4.4) it follows that the time-dependent average of the 
operator A’ may be written 

<A% = G+P.d @+I A’, Iy(f)) + (ZN-/Zv) (0-l A’_ k(f)>. (5.1) 

Since at does not occur in the operators A”, these operators contain sums of 
products of even numbers of rJ operators, as is evident from (4.16). Hence after 
Fourier transformation A’+ may be expanded as 

A”, = c E c d,,,(qzk,O)TZa(qzk,o), 
a=l,Z k=O q2k 

(5.2) 

where one may choose to use either a set of even or a set of odd q’s. These ex- 
pansions may be turned into an expansion in Tz (q2 k, /I) operators using the linear 
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relationship (4.39) which may be written explicitly 

Inverting this relation and substituting in (5.2) one finds 

(5.3) 

(5.4) 

where the expansion coefficients are related to the coefficients in (5.2) by 

&,a (hk, p> = g&k) 1 CM7 hk> dl) h,, (dl> O). 
l.fz’Zl 

(5.5) 

The matrix elements (O,( A”, [& may now be calculated by using the ex- 
pansions (5.4) in combination with the expansion (4.49) for the states lqzk). First 
we note that no cross terms between Tf (qzk, 8) operators and T”, (qkl, /?) operators 
survive. This is a consequence of the relationship 

which is easily derived by noting that in terms of z spinors the states IIf > read 

II+)= (i)l x (ix x *** x (;)N-l x (gN3 
11-j = (:X x (:x x *** x (:)N-l x (3.. (5.7) 

Hence the only operator zz(n,) with nonvanishing expectation value for the states 

Ilk> is G, and this cannot occur in (5.6). Similarly one finds 

(5.8) 

since the additional operator ee, may be written 

N-l 

e ccl = 2,’ n (cash K + ~j’_~r;+~ sinh K) (cash K + zfv_ Itkt”l sinh K), 
j=l 

(5.9) 

where when acting on the states Ilk) the operator zf; in the last factor may 
be replaced by + 1, so that (1 rt 1 Q,J~ (nzk) is a sum of terms of the form 
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(1 * 1 z;(n& and we can appeal to (5.6). Therefore we find for the matrix ele- 
ments (0, I A’, lqzk) using the orthonormality relations (4.51) 

<O+l 4.142J = (ZNPZN,) 

x [d+.l(-42k,Pl + d+,1 (--42k + PBS1 4 odd, 

@+I 4 l42k) = (ZNPZN.) 

x V+.P (-cc,/9 - d+,, (-es + c/91 q even, 

(0-l A’_ 142/J = (ZNPZN-) 

x Id-,, (-qm ,Q - d-.,2 (-qa + ~3 PI q odd, 

(0-l A’_ 142k) = (ZNPZN-1 

x [d-,1 (--qzk, B) + d-,, (--q2k + x, RI 4 even. (5.10) 

Here we have assumed k > 0. For the equilibrium averages one finds 

@+I 4 IO+> = (ZN/ZN+) d+ ho, PI, 

(0-l A”_ IO-> = GNP,-) &- ho, B), (5.11) 

where d* (qo, @) are the constant terms in the expansions (5.4). The complete time 
dependence of the expectation value (A’}, follows by combining these results 
with (4.5). 

As an example we evaluate the time-dependent average of a Fourier component 
of the magnetization, 

az(q) = iv-* k cT;emiQJ. (5.12) 
I=1 

Hence we have 

N 
a”,(q) = IV-+ [*e-140; ..* ofy + C u;e-‘gJ] 

j=Z 

N 

= N-* [*emig2;2i + C zJ-lz~e-‘41] 
j=2 

= N-+[[Ifrie-'4 $2 (1, N) - i f 9; (j - I,j) e-igJ]. (5.13) 
j=2 
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Choosing q even ,and using (4.29) one finds 

a’,(q) = -iN-’ c (3 (q + Ql + q2) 
PI<42 

x (eiql - e"*) T'2 (41, q2; 0) (41,q2) z.:. (5.14) 

For q odd the wave numbers (ql, q2) are odd for a’,(q) and even for d(q). 

From (4.42) and (5.14) 

o”+(q) = -ii+ c f3 (4 + 41 + q2) 
41<4z 

x (eiql - e'q')gq,gq,T~ (41, q2; 13 (419 qd 27, (5.15) 

where we have used 

5 fq, sin q1 = 0 (ql even or odd). 

The only nonvanishing matrix elements (5.10) are therefore given by 

(5.16) 

(0, IGdl q1 9 q2) = -i (ZN/Z~*) N-” 

x 6 (4 - ql - q2) W1q1 - em”“) g,,g,, (41, q*) :z. (5.17) 

Inserting in (5.1) and using (4.5) one finds 

<o’(q)), = -iN-‘q,~q,P (qlp a) 6 (4 - ql - a) 

x (,-bl _ e-b2) gq,gq, ,-nc41. q,)t* (5.18) 

The equilibrium time correlation function of two observables A’ and B’ is 
defined by 

<A”(0 me,., = c c A’(sL) HSN) p (SkISN, 0 pe4.p (SN), (5.19) 
SN’ =.V 

where P (sfrlsN, t) is the conditional probability for reaching the configuration sb 
in time t starting from sN. The correlation function may be expressed as 

W(t) WW,, = 3(1 + A <l+l ~ZeXf~zIPe,,+) 

+*(l --)<l_lAZeW’BZIP,,,_> 

=Ff(’ ~~U)(ZNrt/ZN)(OfIAZeW(B)fB*~O~). (5.20) 
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In particular one finds for two Fourier components of the magnetization, using 
(5.15), (5.18) and (4.51) 

<oZ (490 cW)>,,,, = 4 (1 + P) (G-/-G+) 6 (4 + 9’) N-’ 

x c S(q1 + 92 - 4)S(q19qz,t) 
41<42 even 

+ 5; (1 - P) (-G.&V-) 6 (4 + 4’) N-l 

x c stq, + q2 - q)S(q,,q,,t), 
91-=92 

odd 

where 

(5.21) 

S tql, q2, t> = big’ - eiq*12 g,“,g% exp [--A tq19 q2) 4. (5.22) 

It can be shown that in the thermodynamic limit N + co and for p = 0 this result 
is in agreement with that derived in ref. 6, eq. (7.10). 

As a second example we consider the time-dependent average of a Fourier 
component of the energy density, corresponding to the operator 

E”(q) = - JN-” i oj’~j”,~ eeiqj_ 

j=l 

(5.23) 

Eliminating o; and applying the IST transformation one finds 

N-l 

E”,(q) = -JN-'[ c ~j”_,zj’+, t_ -cizX emiq + ~fv_~z; emiqN]. 
j=2 

(5.24) 

Fourier-transforming one finds for both even or odd q 

EZ,tq) = -Jr3 c 6 tq + 41 + q2) 
41<42 

x [e i9, -i92 - e-iq1+iq2] T; (ql, q2; 0) (41, q2) :st . (5.25) 

Applying the transformation (4.42) and using (4.51) one finds that the only non- 
vanishing matrix elements (5.10) are 

(0, P”,(q) 1413 q2) = -JN-’ (ZN/ZN*) 6 (4 - 41 - q2) 

x [e 
-iqi+iq, - eiql- iqz] g,,g,, 

(415 q2) :%, 

(0, IE”,(q)l 0,) = -2JN-” CZ,v/ZN+) d(q) c_fi, sin %I 
41 

= N-+ %d WN)es, + , (5.26) 
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where the latter equality is shown most easily from (4.15). The time-dependent 
average is therefore given by 

<J%!)>f = <E’(q)>,,. p - Ji+ c P (419 q2) 6 (4 - 41 - q2) 
41 <cl.2 

x (e 
-il?l+~clt 

- eiu’-ie2) g,,g,, exp [--A (41 , q2) 4. (5.27) 

Similarly the equilibrium timecorrelation function is given by 

<dE* (q,O 6E’ (q’h,, p 

= 30 +/46(q + d)J2N-1 C d(q, + q2 - dE(q,,q2,0 
111<42 

odd 

+ 3(1 -P)d(q f q’)J2N-1 c d(q, + q2 - q)E(qi,q2,0, (5.28) 
41<42 eYCn 

where the notation 6E’ indicates that the equilibrium average has been subtracted 
and where 

E (ql, q2, t) = [e-iu1+iq2 - eig1-i42/2 gilgi2 exp [-A (ql, q2) t]. (5.29) 

Again it can be shown that in the thermodynamic limit N + co and for ,U = 0 this 
result agrees with that found in ref. 6, eq. (6.21). 

In conclusion we note that in the course of our analysis we have also found the 
operators A’ with a simple behaviour in time. The averages of the operators 
Tf (42k, j3) and Ti (q2k, /?) for states of the appropriate c parity decay according 
to the exponential law exp [ -A(q2,J t]. Each of these operators is a linear combina- 
tion of products of 21 zz operators with 0 < I < k. From (4.20) it follows that this 
implies a sum of products of C? operators which number from 0 to N - 1. If we 
compare this with the hierarchy of moment equations for the averages of such 
products of C? operators we see that we have succeeded in finding particular 
solutions of these coupled equations with a purely exponential behaviour in time. 
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